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Abstract: This paper is concerned with the cubic spline-on-spline procedure considered by Dolezal and Tewarson [3]. 
We show that when the knots are equally spaced, with spacing h, then the order of accuracy of the spline-on-spline 
approximations can be better by one power of h than that predicted by the results of [3]. We also indicate how the 
cubic spline-on-spline process can be extended to quintic splines. 
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1. Introduction 
Let Sp,( r”) denote the space of all cubic splines on [a, b], with knots 
71n : a=x,<x,< -.- <x,=b. 0 4 
Then, the process of cubic spline-on-spline (SOS) interpolation may be described as follows: 
(I) Construct S, E Sp,( rfl) satisfying the interpolation conditions 
So(xi) =_Y(x,)Y i=“(l)n, 
and two appropriate end conditions. 
(II) With k = 1, 2,. . . , p, construct S, E Sp,(r,,) satisfying the interpolation conditions 
Sk(xi) = Si’_‘,(xi), i = O(l)n, 
and two appropriate end conditions. 
The above cubic SOS procedure was considered recently by Dolezal and Tewarson [3], for the 
purpose of approximating the derivatives yc2), yc3) and yc4) by Sj”, p = 1, 2, 3, respectively. In 
the present paper we consider the same SOS process, but here we restrict our attention to the 
case where the knots (1.1) are equally spaced. (Both the theory and our computational experience 
indicate that the SOS interpolants can provide significantly improved derivative approximations 
only when v,, is a uniform partition of [a, b]. For this reason, we do not regard the case of 
unequally spaced knots to be of special practical interest). 
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The main objectives of the paper are as follows: 
(i) To show that when the knots are equally spaced, with spacing h, then the order of accuracy 
of the SOS approximations can be better by one power of h than that predicted by the results of 
]31. 
(ii) To show that S(P) p = 2, 3, approximate yCpfl), p = 2, 3, with the same order of accuracy 
as Sj’), p = 2, 3. (The ’ ’ significance of this result is that the computation of Sip), p = 2, 3, 
involves less effort than that of the approximations $I’, p = 2, 3, considered in [3].) 
(iii) To consider the problem of selecting suitable end conditions for use in the SOS procedure. 
(iv) To generalize the cubic SOS process to quintic splines. 
2. Preliminary cubic spline results 
Let r,, denote the uniform partition 
7rnn: xi=a+ih, i = O(l)n, h=(b-a)/n, (2.1) 
let YE P[a, b], m >, 1, and let S be the unique element of SP,(V~) which satisfies the 
interpolation conditions 
S(x,) = Y(x,), i = O(l)n, (2.2) 
and the end conditions 
S”)(xi) = Y(l)(x;), i = 0, n. (2.3) 
Also, let s” E Sp,( r,,) satisfy the ‘perturbed’ interpolation and end conditions 
s”(x,) = Y(x,) + c,, i = O(l)n, (2.4) 
and 
C1)(xi) = Y(‘)(x,) + vi, i = 0, n, (2.5) 
and define 
E := max 
O<i<n 
and 
H := max( 
‘iI> (2.6) 
?lo I I 77, I 1. (2.7) I 
Finally, let 1) . 1) d enote the L, function norm on [a, b]. 
Lemma 2.1. If Y E,C5[a, b], then: 
6) oyi.n (S(‘)(x,) - Ycl)(xi) 1 < &h4 )I Y@) 11. 
(ii) ’ . I] S’j’ - Y(j) )( < Cjh4-’ 11 Yc4) 11 +Djh5-j 1) Yc5) I(, j = 0(1)3, 
where 
Co=&, C,=&fi, C,=& C,=& 
DO=&, D,=&, D,=ik, D3=+. 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.9a) 
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Proof. (i) See e.g. Hall [4, p. 2121. 
(ii) As in Hall [4, pp. 211-2131, by using (2.8) and the optimal error bounds for cubic Hermite 
interpolation of Birkhoff and Priver [l]; see [2, Lemma 2.11. 0 
Lemma 2.2. If YE C’[a, b], then: 
(i) max Is”(‘)(x,) - Scl)(xi) 1 < 3E/h + H. 
OgiQn 
(ii) 11 ,-Ci) _ S(j) )I < A,h-‘E + B,h’-‘H, j = 0(1)3, 
where 
A,=& A,=;, A, = 30, A, = 60, 
B,=i, B,=l, B,=6, B, = 12. 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.11a) 
Proof. (i) Let X, = $i)(xi) - S(‘)(x,), i = O(l)n. The result follows by observing that ho = qo, 
hi_1 +4x, + hi+1 = 3(Ei+i - ei_l)/h, i = l(l)n - 1, and h, = q,,, see [3, p. 2151. 
(ii) For x E [xi-i, xi], i = l(l)n, 
3(x) - s(x) = a,(+_i + bi(X)Ei + C;(X)&_, + d;(x)&, (2.12) 
where ai, bi, ci and d, are the cardinal basis functions of the two-point cubic Her-mite 
polynomial on xi-i and xi. The result follows easily from (2.12), by using (2.10). EI 
The analysis of Section 3 depends critically on the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. If YE C5[a, b], then: 
(9 oyl?:n 1 2?)(xi) - Y(‘)(xJ 1 < 3E,‘h + H + Ah4 11 yc5) I(. 
(ii) (1 >Gj _ y(i) 11 < A,h-‘E + B,h’-‘H + CJh”-’ 11 Yc4) (( +DjhS-’ I( Yes) (1, 
j = 0(1)3, 
where Aj, Bj and Cj, Dj are the constants (2.11a) and (2.9a) respectively. 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
Proof. (i) At once from (2.8) (2.10) and the triangle inequality. 
(ii) Similarly, from (2.9) (2.11). 0 
3. Cubic spline-on-spline (SOS) interpolation 
Let y E C”‘[a, b] and define the sequence { Sk}kpsO, 0 <p < m, of cubic SOS interpolants by 
the following recursive procedure: 
(I) Construct So E Sp,( r,,) satisfying the interpolation conditions 
s,(xJ =y(x,), i = O(l).n, 
and the end conditions 
SJ(‘)(xj) =y(l)(x;) + 7jj”), i = 0, n. 
(3.1) 
(34 
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(II) With k = 1, 2,. . . , p, construct Sk E Sp,( car,> satisfying the interpolation conditions 
Sk(xi) = Si?l(xj), i = O(l)n, (3.3) 
and the end conditions 
Sp)(x;) =yCk+l)(xj) + qjk), i = 0, n. (34 
Also, let 
EC01 := 0, E(k) := O~;:fiIS!%(xj) -~+)(xi)l, k=l(l)p, (3.5) 
.._ 
and 
H{k):=max(1~6k)I, IqLkll), k=O(l)p. (34 
Theorem 3.1. With the notation introduced above, if y E C5+P[a, b], p >, 0, then: 
(4 E(?‘+l) < ;EiP) + H(P) h4 +&$lY G+P) (1. 
(ii) IISp(.d _y(P+j))I <Ajh-jE(P) + B,h’-jH(P) 
+ Cjh4-‘(1 Y(~+~) )( +Djh5-’ I( Y@+~) I), j=O(1)3, 
where Aj, Bj and Cj, Dj are the constants (2.11a) and (2.9a) respectively. 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
Proof. At once from Theorem 2.1, by taking Y = yCp), s”= SP, E = Ecp) and H = HIP). 0 
The main result of this section can be stated as follows. 
Theorem 3.2. Let y E C5+” [a, b], p 2 0. Then, with the notation of Theorem 3.1: 
(i) For p >, 0, 
E(f’+‘) = max 1 Sp(‘)(xi) - Y(~+~)(x,) [ 
O<i<fl 
f & i 3p-kII y (51-k) 11 h4+k-P + 5 3p-k@klhk-p. 
k=O k=O 
(ii) For p >, 1, 
II 
S(j) _ y(~+A 
P )I G 2 a$! II Y 
P+k) ,, j$+k-P-i + i bp(#$k)hl+k-P--i, 
k=O k=O 
where 
and 
a;$ = 3P-k-1A,/60, k = O(l)p - 2, 
aJ;‘d_ 1 = Ai/ + C, , a(j) = D P.P I’ 
(3.10a) 
b;‘k’ = 3p-k-‘Aj, k = O(l)p - 1, $2 = Bj. (3.10b) 
(3.9) 
j = 0(1)3, 
(3.10) 
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Proof. This is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.1. 0 
The error bound (3.9) is in fact one of the results of Dolezal and Tewarson [3, p. 2231. 
However, the bound (3.10) shows that if x E [a, b] - v,, then the accuracy of the SOS approxi- 
mations can be better by one power of h than that predicted in [3]. More specifically, Dolezal 
and Tewarson consider only the case of approximating Ycp+l) by Sd”, i.e. the case j = 1, and 
derive the following error bound under the assumption Y E C4+P[a, b], 
P+l P+l 
II $1’ +‘+])I( < & C (;)“-“+’ I( #3+4 ,, hz+k-P + C (q)P-k+lH{k-lJhk-p-l; 
k=l k=l 
(3.11) 
see [3, p. 2201. 
4. End conditions 
Theorem 3.2 shows 
approximations to the 
that the SOS procedure of Section 3 will lead to substantially improved 
derivatives Y(j), j = 2, 3, 4 of Y, provided that Y is sufficiently smooth 
and the end conditions of the successive SOS interpolants are chosen appropriately. For 
example, this will occur if exact derivative end conditions are used throughout, i.e. if the SOS 
interpolants SP, p = 0(1)3, satisfy the end conditions 
So” =Y(p+*)(~i), i = 0, n, (4.1) 
so that HcP) = 0, p = 0(1)3. More generally, let the end conditions of Sp, p = 0(1)3, be 
Sd’)(xi) =p:P+l), i = 0, n, (44 
where y”@+‘), i = 0, n, are derivative approximations such that I 
Y (P+*)(xi) =jj/P+r) + 0(h4-J’), i = 0, n. 
Then, (3.10) gives 
II 
s(j) 
P 
_y(P+q = O(h%w), j=O(1)4-p, p=l,2,3. 
(4.2a) 
(4.3) 
Remark 1. From (4.3), 
II So) -Y(P+‘)II = 0(h4-p), P p = 1, 2, 3, 
whilst the error bound (3.11) of Dolezal and Tewarson [3] gives 
II So) -Y@+‘)II = O(h3-p), P p = 1, 2, 3. 
Remark 2. { Sl’), Si”) }, { S{‘), S2(l), Sj”) } and ( Sr , (3) Si2’, S,“‘} are respectively 0( h3), 0( h2) and 
O(h) approximations to yc2), yc3) and Yc4). By comparison 
I( S$j) - y(‘)/I = 0(h4-j), j = 0(1)3. 
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Remark 3. Although S,“)( xi) - y(‘)( xi) = 0( h4), i = O(l)n, S, is a better approximation to y(l) 
because 1) S, -y(l) 1) = 0( h4) whilst 1) Sd’) -y(l) 1) = O(h3), 
Remark 4. The end conditions (4.2) can be replaced by more ‘practical’ end conditions of the 
type studied in [2], [5] and [6]. For example, let the SOS interpolants be constructed by using 
throughout the so-called E(3) end-conditions of [2]. That is, let 
and take 
L,{Y}:=&{-17Y(x,)+9Y(x,)+9Y(x,)- Y(x3)}, 
L,{ Y} := & (17Y(x,) - 9’Y(x,_,) - 9Y(x,_*) + Y(x,-3)}, 
the end conditions of SP, p = 0, 1, 3, to be 
$)(x0) + 3sJQ(x,) = L,{ y}, 3S,“‘(X,_,) + s,(‘)(x,) = L,{ y}, 
and 
Then, by 
sp(l)(xg) + 3sd’)(x,) = L,{ sP-l}) 3sd’)(x,_,) + sj”(XJ = LJ sj”J, 
p = 1,2, 3. (4Sb) 
using the results of [2] and modifying the analysis of Sections 2 and 3 in an obvious 
manner, we find that the resulting SOS interpolants satisfy (4.3). 
(4.5a) 
5. Quintic SOS interpolation 
Let Sp,( TV) denote the space of all quintic splines on [a, 61 with equally spaced knots (2.1) 
and, by analogy with the process of Section 3, define the sequence { S, } kpzO of quintic SOS 
interpolants as follows: 
(I) Construct S, E Sp,( 7~,) satisfying the interpolation conditions (3.1) and the four end 
conditions 
Sf’(xi) =ycl)(xi) + qlj’), i = 0, 1, n - 1, n. (5.1) 
(II) With k = 1, 2,. .., p, construct S, E Sp,( v~) satisfying the interpolation conditions 
Sp’(xi) =y(k+l)(xi) + 7jjk), i = 0, 1, n - 1, n. (5.2) 
Then, by adapting the analysis of Sections 2 and 3 to quintic splines, it is easy to show that 
/Sp(j) -~(~+j)ll= 0(h7-p-j), j = O(l)6 -p, p = 1(1)5, (5.3) 
provided that y E C 7+P[a, b] and the end conditions of the successive SOS interpolants are 
chosen appropriately. 
Numerical results 
In this section we present numerical results obtained by taking 
y(x) = exp(x), ~7~: xi = i/n, i = O(l)n, (6.1) 
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Table 1 
Top entries: values of e$j)(16). Bottom entries: values of ‘p ti)(16). Theoretical rates for p > 0: rdl) = 5 -(p + j) 
j p=o p=l p=2 p=3 
0 l.O7E-7 3.70E- 7 2.41E-6 3.34E-5 
4.1 3.9 2.9 2.0 
1 5.23E-6 9.31E-6 9.37E-5 l.l9E-3 
3.0 3.1 2.0 1.0 
2 8.72E-4 1.21E-3 5.58E-3 - 
2.0 2.0 1.0 
3 8.38E-2 9.33E-2 - - 
1.0 1.0 
and computing a cubic and a quintic SOS interpolants to y. The results presented are estimates 
of the uniform norms I( Sd” ---~(~+j) 11, obtained by sampling the errors at a set u of 160 equally 
spaced points in [0, 11. We denote these estimates by e;‘)(n), i.e. 
ejj}(n) = maxl$‘)(x) -Y(~+~)(x) 1 
XEU 
(6.2) 
and, in each case, we also list the computed values 
r/j)(n) = log,{ eji)(n)/edi)(2n)), 
giving the observed rates of convergence of Sdj) to y(P+j). 
The results listed in Tables 1 and 2 correspond respectively to the following experiments: 
(i) Table I. Cubic SOS interpolation with end conditions (4.1). 
(ii) Tab/e 2. Quintic SOS interpolation with exact derivative end conditions; i.e. with end 
conditions Sp(“(xi) =Y(~+*)(x~), i = 0, 1, II - 1, n. 
The numerical results confirm the theory and illustrate the substantial improvements in 
accuracy that can be achieved by the SOS procedure. The results of several other cubic SOS 
experiments are given in [7]. 
Table 2 
Top entries: values of ej-‘)(16). Bottom entries: values of rp (‘)(16). Theoretical rates for p z 0: ri’) = 7-(p + j) 
i p=o p=l p=2 p=3 p=4 p=5 
0 l.OOE-11 5.03E-10 4.45 E- 10 6.56E-9 1.92E-7 4.42E-6 
6.1 
1 4.85 E- 10 
5.0 
2 5.36E-8 
4.0 
3 4.96E-6 
3.0 
4 9.21E-4 
2.0 
5 8.48E-2 
1.0 
5.9 
l.l5E- 9 
4.9 
1.27E-7 
3.9 
9.89E-6 
3.0 
9.92E-4 
1.9 
9.08E-2 
1.0 
5.0 
1.88E-8 
4.0 
l.l4E-6 
2.8 
1.48E-4 
1.9 
8.84E-3 
1.0 
4.9 2.9 1.8 
2.68E-7 6.64E-6 1.71E-4 
2.9 1.9 0.8 
1.21E-5 3.72E-4 - 
1.9 1.0 
5.27E-4 _ _ 
1.0 
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